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We Are Orlando!

By Lewis Speaks-Tanner, President, DignityUSA
The 49
deaths and 53
injured in the
early hours of
June 12, 2016
have mobilized
the LGBTQ
and allied
community!
The Pulse Club
shooting has
shattered our
psyche.
Witnesses,
protests, and
vigils have
been of historic
in number all
over the globe
from London, Paris, Belfast, Barcelona, Calgary,
and Cologne as well as across the United States
from large and small cities to Orlando.

This senseless shooting in Orlando hit a
nerve. A LGBTQ gathering space was violated. It
was a calculated attack on us, to make our
community uneasy and make us fearful.
Since marriage equality became the law of
the land, there have been numerous attempts to

shortchange our freedom to marry. Politicians have
tried and sometimes have succeeded in passing
legislation that discriminates against our trans
brothers and sisters, forcing them to use restrooms
that do not conform to their identity. We have all
heard the garbage politicians and some people are
saying to justify this cruel legislation. We continue
to fight back.
We are standing together and fighting for our
loves and lives. As Lin-Manuel Miranda eloquently
said in his Tony acceptance speech,
“ ... We live through times when hate and
fear seem stronger
We rise and fall and light from dying embers
Remembrances that hope and love lasts long
And love is love is love is love is love is
love is love is love is love…”
We continue to work to gain and maintain
our equality: freedom to love and marry, freedom to
use a restroom, freedom in housing and
employment, freedom to participate in all seven
sacraments of our Church, freedom to live our lives
freely and openly!
Islamophobia is not an answer any more than
homophobia or misogyny. We have heard so many
times, “How can you be LGBTQ and Catholic?” It is
because we have the freedom to be out. Many of our
Islamic brothers and sisters do not have that
freedom. Tragically, many would be murdered
being their authentic selves.
As LGBTQ people and Catholics, we
embrace diversity; we embrace others who are
marginalized just as Jesus did in his time. By
standing together we can and will make a difference.
We will work with others for a day when our
LGBTQ brothers and sisters do not live in fear of
being murdered on our streets and in public
gathering spaces because of who they are.
¡Presente!
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DignityUSA Press Release

LGBTQ Catholics welcome statement of
Pope Francis that the Catholic Church
must apologize to gay people, say apology
must be followed by concrete actions
Boston, Massachusetts, June 26, 2016-Leaders of DignityUSA, the organization of LGBTQ
Catholics and allies committed to equality and justice
for LGBTQ people, welcomed the statement of Pope
Francis today that the Church must apologize to gay
people and to other groups that it has let down or
offended throughout history. The Pope’s comments
echoed similar remarks made last week by one of his
closest advisors, Cardinal Reinhard Marx of Germany.
On a flight back to Rome from Armenia on
Sunday, the Pope revised his famous phrase about gay
people from 2013, “Who am I to judge?” saying this
time, “Who are we to judge them?” The Pope also said,
“I will also repeat what the Catechism of the Catholic
Church says: that [gay people] should not be
discriminated against, that they have to be respected,
pastorally accompanied. The matter is a person that has
that condition [and] that has good will because they
search for God.”
DignityUSA Executive Director Marianne
Duddy-Burke welcomed the Pope’s remarks. “This
could be a very important step in healing the
relationship between the Catholic Church and LGBTQ
people,” she stated. “The frank acknowledgment by the
Pope that Church teachings and practices have done
immense harm to LGBTQ people over the centuries—
leading to such evils as violence, oppression, selfhatred, the division of families, youth homelessness,
and suicide—is essential.”
Duddy-Burke welcomed the Pope’s reference to
the part of the Catechism of the Catholic Church that
says gay people should not be discriminated
against. However, she noted that the Catechism also
still uses such damaging and scientifically inaccurate
language as “objectively disordered” and “intrinsically
disordered” in reference to homosexuality. DignityUSA and its partner organizations in the Equally
Blessed coalition, among others, have repeatedly called
for such language to be eliminated.
Finally, Duddy-Burke said, “In order to bring
about the full healing of the relationship between the
Catholic Church and LGBTQ people, the Church must
not only acknowledge the wrongs of the past, but take
Continued on page 3
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Continuation of DignityUSA press release from page 2

concrete actions that demonstrate its commitment to
treating LGBTQ people justly from now on. For
example, Catholic institutions must stop firing
LGBTQ people simply because their sexual
orientation or marital status becomes known. The
Church must stop conducting public campaigns that
seek the right to discriminate unjustly against LGBT
people in the civil arena on the specious grounds of
‘religious liberty.’ It must cease campaigns against
same-sex civil marriage and LGBTQ civil rights
protections around the globe. And it must speak out
strongly and clearly against the horrific violence and
discrimination that is often directed against LGBTQ
people in countries around the world, including our
own, many with substantial or majority Catholic
populations.”

International Advocates for LGBTQ
Human Rights Meet with Dignity/Boston
and DignityUSA
By Peggy Hayes, Dignity/Boston

When the U.S. State Department was
organizing a visit to Boston by a delegation of leaders
working for human rights for LGBTQ persons, they
contacted Dignity/Boston. Would Dignity/Boston
discuss social and cultural approaches to gender and
sexual orientation identities in a diverse society, and
share its strategies for addressing public policy issues
from a faith perspective? Of course!
DignityUSA Executive Director Marianne
Duddy-Burke and Dignity/Boston member Alvin
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Gomez met the delegation which represented Cabo
Verde, Guyana, India, Mozambique, Republic of Korea,
Slovakia, South Africa, and Turkey at the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston.
One of the objectives of the delegation’s visit
was to “observe how organizations monitor, influence,
and advocate for human and civil rights policy at the
local, state, national, and international levels,” so
Marianne discussed DignityUSA’s mission and
experience working on changing hearts, minds, and
policy in the U.S. and internationally. And, Alvin
shared his perspectives from growing up in the
Philippines, and studying and working in the U.S.,
Sweden, and Canada.
“Even when I was young in my small town in the
Philippines, I was interested in different cultures. I
consider myself very lucky because I have lived in
various countries, and so I have learned other people’s
cultures first-hand. Meeting with LGBTQ rights
advocates from different countries during the
International Visitor Leadership Program meeting has
been very inspirational to me. Although we have the
same aspirations to attain equality, the cultural
environment in some countries could create a more
complicated picture as they journey to win their rights,”
noted Alvin.
“I am very thankful to my predecessors and
friends who fought to create equality here in the U.S.,
which is now my home. As our brothers and sisters from
other countries come to learn from our experiences, I am
reminded to not only treasure and care for what has been
Continued on page 4

U.S. State Department International
Visitor Leadership
Program delegation in Boston,
June 20, 2016,
meeting with Marianne DuddyBurke, Executive
Director of DignityUSA, back row
center, and Dignity/Boston member,
Alvin Gomez, to
the right of Marianne, back row,
third from left.
Photo by Leo
Wollemborg
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accomplished in this nation, but also to become an
inspiration and even be a collaborator for others. I am
grateful for Dignity and my spouse because it is best
to reach our ambitions as a family.”
The International Visitor Leadership Program is the
U.S. Department of State’s premier professional
exchange program. Through short-term visits to the
U.S., current and emerging foreign leaders in a
variety of fields experience this country firsthand and
cultivate lasting relationships with their American
counterparts. Professional meetings reflect the
participants’ professional interests and support the
foreign policy goals of the U.S.. For more
information, visit: https://eca.state.gov/ivlp

Development News
2016 Pride Appeal Success!
Through the efforts of the DignityUSA staff,
Board Members and many of our members/supporters,
we are excited to announce that as of July 1, 2016, the
2016 Pride Appeal has raised $7,300. This level of
support represents one of the most significant
fundraising efforts in recent DignityUSA history and
confirms many supporters' belief in DignityUSA's
mission and voice.
"I'm pretty overwhelmed by the depth and
expanse of our supporters' response to this appeal,"
said Chris Pett, Board Member and chair of the
Development Committee. "This level of financial
support magnifies our resolve to be the go-to voice
and advocates of LGBTQ Catholics and people of
good faith. As we continue to mourn the devastating
events in Orlando, our continued existence ensures
safe space for LGBTQ people who are seeking to
reconcile and nurture their spirituality, sexual and
gender identity, and relationships."

Dignity Young Adult Caucus Retreat
Registration ends July 13!

Facebook page information and registration links:
https://www.facebook.com/events/1053494118023186/
http://dignityusa.org/dyacretreat
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Dignity/Boston’s Anti-Gun Violence Letter Writing Campaign
By Robin Eriksen, Dignity/Boston Board Member

In light of the recent events at Pulse in Orlando, Dignity/Boston spearheaded a letter writing campaign for
their members. Those who wish to do so are encouraging Congress to get serious, and to work across party lines to
find a solution to gun violence in this country. This issue affects every person in the United States of America.
Reasonable adults can accomplish amazing things when they have the proper motivation. We need to be that motivation!
Below is a template of letters sent to our Senator and Representative; please feel free to use this.

To find your own Senator: http://www.senate.gov/senators/contact/,
and representative: http://www.house.gov/representatives/find/.
Our sincere hope is that other chapters will follow Dignity/Boston’s lead and encourage their members
who would like to do so, to contact their members of Congress.

Aidan Hennigan, Dignity/
Boston Treasurer and his
partner Alvin Gomez
Robin Eriksen, Dignity/
Boston Board Member
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Faith Community News
Dignity/Los Angeles: Kevin Steen
Celebrates Fifty Years of Priesthood

Dignity/San Fernando Valley Celebrates
Twenty Years

By Timothy Roberts, President, Dignity/Los Angeles

By Chris Cappiello, Dignity/San Fernando Valley

Kevin Steen was
born and raised in
northeastern Montana. He
joined the Benedictine
community and made
final vows in 1963. After
college, Kevin pursued
theological studies and
was ordained on June 9,
1966 at Assumption
Abbey, Richardton, North
Dakota. After
Photo by Fr. Adrian Ravarour
ordination, Kevin spent
two years at the monastery school in Bogota,
Colombia, and later completed studies in Madrid,
Spain. After three years as Associate Professor of
Modern Languages at St. Mary's University in
Bismark, North Dakota, Kevin left the religious life in
1975. Soon after, Kevin met Keith Kimball and they
became life partners in 1976. In 1977, Kevin and
Keith moved to Los Angeles and joined Dignity/Los
Angeles late in that year. They recently celebrated
their 40th anniversary together. In his many years of
involvement and service with Dignity/Los Angeles.
Kevin has shared many talents in his roles as Liturgy
Celebrant, Spiritual Development Coordinator, and
Chapter President for several years. Additionally,
Kevin is known to many for his passionate interest in
ikebana, the ancient Japanese art of flower
arrangement. For several years, Kevin has conducted
classes in this very disciplined art form for various
community groups.

It was
Dignity/San
Fernando Valley's
20th anniversary,
and more than 40
guests gathered
from around
Southern California
for the event on
May 14, 2016. We
celebrated with a
Pentecost Mass
followed by a
dinner dance at the
Sportsmen's Lodge
in Studio City,
California.
Marianne DuddyBurke was our
Marianne Duddy-Burke and Chris keynote speaker.
Cappiello at Dignity/San Fernando The chapter made a
$500 gift to Being
Valley
Alive, a local
organization providing a range of health and wellness
services to people living with HIV.

Above: Dignity/Los Angeles members celebrate with Dignity/San
Fernando Valley members.
Left: Dignity/San Fernando Valley’s
20th Anniversary Mass. Father Todd
Scull presiding with Deacon Jim Cummings and Father Kevin Steen on the
left.
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Dignity/Dayton’s Living Beatitudes Community hosts
Transgender Youth and Father
By Bob Butts, Living Beatitudes Community, Dayton, OH
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Dignity/Palm Beach’s
Interfaith Community Picnic
By Al Levy, Dignity/Palm Beach

The Living Beatitudes Community hosted Jason and Zay
Crawford, father and transgender daughter on Sunday, June 5,
2016. Their story put a face on an issue that needs the human dimension.
It was a seminal moment for Jason Crawford as he asked his
son Isaiah “Wouldn’t you be more comfortable with a ball cap,” as
he noted Zay’s long hair. Zay answered “No, Dad, not for me.” It
was then he realized that he needed to understand Zay’s desire to be
a girl. “We were clueless parents. We didn’t understand. And
gradually we realized that Zay knew who she was. And it was their
job to help her to be happy. We learned that transgender people are
far more likely to be attacked or hurt. And we had to protect our
child and understand her.”
Zay Crawford felt trapped in a boy's body at a young age.
She never came to Jason and Chasilee, her parents, to come out as
transgender. She has always known she was a girl in a boy’s body.
Her desire to wear dresses, grow her hair long and dress as a girl
were an emerging identity that needed to unfold and bloom. What
set her free was a inner strength that surpasses her 11 years. “Zay is
the strongest person I know,” says Jason Crawford.
To learn more about this amazing Ohio family:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=_yZAH_oyk5A

Jack Cloninger of Dignity/Palm Beach
and Joe Kolb of Integrity
On Saturday May 21, 2016, Dignity/Palm Beach and Integrity Palm
Beach sponsored a picnic in Bryant Park
South in Lake Worth, Florida. The South
Florida weather and the location next to
the Intracoastal Waterway were beautiful. Dignity provided the hot dogs and
Integrity provided the burgers. More than
35 people attended.
We invited leaders of several area
churches which have an outreach to our
GLBTQ community. Many guests also
brought food to share. Some of the attendees were: Joe Kolb, Convener for
Integrity; Father Ed C., Chaplain, Dignity/Ft. Lauderdale and Dignity/Palm
Beach; Rev. Taylor Stevens, Senior Minister, Unity of Palm Beach; Steve Rizzo,
Director of Ministry, St. Michael's Lutheran Church; Rev. Jason D. Fairbanks,
Pastor, The Congregational United
Church of Christ; Adrienne Percival,
Pride Business Alliance, Compass Community Center (Compass, based in Lake
Worth, is one of the largest umbrella organizations in the entire country that
serves the LGBTQ community.)

Zay is pictured in the center wearing white.
Everyone is surrounding her in support.
Proud Dad is wearing a tie in back.
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Dignity/Washington News
Capital Pride 2016 was a huge success.
Dignity/Washington was present for the smaller
celebrations of Youth Pride and Trans Pride in late
May. And then to start off June, the chapter was
covered in the Gay Issue of the local Washington City
Paper. You can read the wonderful article of the
essence of the community here.
On Sunday, June 11, thanks to our Pride
Committee, we had a wonderful float in the Capital
Pride Parade. More than 40 community members and
our friends joined us to march as a contingent of
LGBTQ Catholics and our allies — either riding on or
walking alongside a well-decorated 48-foot truck.
Complete with our current chapter President, Vin
Testa, in drag dressed as a nun, blasting Sister Act
songs and other similar tunes, the enthusiastic crowds
loved our float. Dignity/Washington is thankful to
about 15 members of CUAllies, the unofficial gaystraight alliance of the Catholic University of America
for joining us as well. The 2016 Capital Pride theme
was Magic — Dignity/Washington built off of that
theme: Since the magic of God is LOVE, we marched
under the theme of Our Magic Is Love and
#MakeLoveHappen.
On Sunday, June 12, we had a prominent
position in the Pride Festival with some of the same
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elements from our float, like the centerpiece being a
background for selfies for visitors to post with the
hashtag #MakeLoveHappen.

Already in the couple of weeks following Pride
weekend, we’ve had several new faces that have joined
us for Mass, referring to our presence in Pride as their
reason for coming. All in all, it was a beautiful weekend
to celebrate God's love and the spirit of Dignity/
Washington.
Dignity/Washington community members and
their friends bought nearly 70 tickets for the annual
Night OUT at the Nationals — a baseball game during
Pride Month. It’s always a fun evening to join with the
broader LGBTQ
community and this year
was particularly
meaningful in the
aftermath of the Orlando
shootings with the Gay
Men’s Chorus of
Washington singing a
tribute to those lost in the
tragedy.
On Wednesday
night, June 15, Dignity/
Washington organized an
interfaith vigil to mourn
those murdered at the Pulse
nightclub in Orlando. An
estimated 2,000 people
gathered in Dupont Circle
to hear reflections and
prayers from about 20
leaders of various faith

The full Dignity/Washington crew with our parade float

Continued on page 9
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Continuation of Dignity/Washington from page 8

traditions and faith communities throughout the
Washington, D.C. area. After 102 seconds of silence
— one for each of those killed and wounded — the
names of the 49 victims were read aloud with the
crowd responding “Presente!” Overall, it was a
beautiful night of solidarity and love among the area’s
faith and LGBTQ and allied communities. Many local
news media were there to cover the event, several
acknowledging the organizing efforts of Dignity/
Washington.
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Dignity/Seattle’s Pride Week Breakfast
Raises over $2,300!

Dignity/Seattle raised over $2,300 in its 28th Annual Pride Week Breakfast and Raffle, held Saturday,
June 25, 2016. Proceeds will be divided among: Care
Teams at Samaritan Center (HIV/AIDS social service
agency), Food Lifeline (food bank), and Dignity/Seattle.

Seattle Mayor Ed Murray and Dignity/Seattle President
Paula Lavallee at the Pride Week Breakfast.
Dignity/Washington leaders with other faith leaders
who spoke at the vigil
As always, to see more pictures and articles
about any of the above, visit our website,
www.dignitywashington.org or our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/dignitywashington.

July Chapter Anniversary
Congratulations!
See story of Dignity/Honolulu’s
40th anniversary celebration in
the June 2016 Dateline
From Dignity/Buffalo:
Congratulations to Dignity/Honolulu on your 40th
Anniversary! We are also going to celebrate our 40th
this October. Stay tuned for further updates.

